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Great mixing and mastering engineers don’t typically start out wanting 

to specialize in mixing or mastering. We typically start out as 

musicians, songwriters, producers or DJs who realize that we are 

attracted to, and have a knack for the special left-brain/right-brain 

combination that marks a good engineer. We are currently in a 

revolution wherein most songwriters and producers are programming, 

performing and recording much of their own music, in their own 

studios. We are constantly mixing as we build our productions, and by 

the end of the production process the mix might be 80% or 90% 

finished, with only the final polish and ear-candy left for the “final mix.” 

Most of my mixing clients send me sessions and say “Don’t change 

anything, just finish the mix.” I know what they mean—the song is 

working and the balances are pretty much right, the mix just needs 

the energy, sparkle, punch, and clarity that finishes it off. Many of my 

mixing and mastering clients now regularly hire me to teach them 

more about my mixing tools and thought processes so that they can 

take productions closer than ever to being “finished mixes.”


This eBook covers many of the topics that I find most important to my 

writer/producer/programmer colleagues. I’m sure the contributors to 

this eBook, Barry Rudolph, Brad Pack, Eli Krantzberg and Tiki Horea, 

all have similar experiences with their clients and colleagues.


Introduction

Napolean Hill

“The starting point of all achievement 
is desire.”
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Reference 4

Reference 4

Congratulations! You’ve completed the calibration routine with the 

 Measure App and saved your newly created speaker 

profile. Now what? Let’s go through setting up and experimenting 

with the parameters in  plugin. Sonarworks 

Systemwide software works similarly, but also provides a sidebar 

to build presets of profiles for various monitor paths, like built-in 

headphones, computer audio line-output, or audio interface output. 


The first step is to be aware of where your new profile lives on 

your hard drive. You may need to locate it manually outside of the 

Sonarwarks plug-in and you’ll probably want to back it up.

Here is the default location:

For Mac user:  

User Folder → Library → Sonarworks → Reference 4 → 

Sonarworks Projects.

For Windows 8 and 10:  

From Windows Explorer: This PC → Sonarworks Projects

For Windows 7:  

Manually navigate to C:\Users\SonarworksProjects

Getting the Most out of 
Sonarworks Reference 4’s 
Settings

Chapter 1 
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This folder will likely already be populated with factory profiles for 

various models of headphones, along with your own measured 

speaker profile. Buried in there, you will find your new best friend, and 

with this profile loaded, you can mix with confidence! To easily find the 

profile, headphone profiles names contain the .swhp extension, while 

speaker profiles use the .swproj extension.

Chapter 1 Listening

Reference 4The next step is to load your custom profile into the  

plug-in at the top right of the window.

Load your custom profile into the Reference 4 plug-in at the top right 

of the window.

Load Your Profile

https://sonarworks.com/reference
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Reference 4

There are two golden rules to ALWAYS follow when working with 

 as a DAW plug-in. 


First, it has to go in the last effects processing slot (insert) on your 

master output track/channel strip in your mixer. Reference must be 

last so that all audio processing runs through it before you hear the 

output. 


The second golden rule is to make sure you don’t print your mix 

through the  plugin. If you print your mix through the 

reference plugin, your mix will be printed with EQ that sounds good in 

your room, but only your room! Different DAWS may have different 

bussing/routing strategies for applying plugins to the monitor path, but 

not your mix bus. Cubase, for example, provides a “Control Room” 

signal path that controls your monitor but does not affect bounced 

mixes. You will have to research the best way to use  as 

a DAW plugin in your setup. Alternately, the Sonarworks Systemwide 

plugin allows you to monitor any audio from your computer with 

Sonarworks room correction active but does not affect the workings of 

your DAW.

Chapter 1 Listening
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While working, make sure to enable the Studio Reference EQ curve 

by clicking the blue button at the bottom left. This button 

enables/disables calibration, along with any changes you make to the 

Bass Boost and Tilt settings or Custom Target Curves settings.

Reference 4

The lower-left corner of the plugin displays the on/off switch for 

.

Reference 4The frequency curve applied by  is designed to calibrate 

your monitors/headphones to deliver a smooth, neutral, even 

response across the frequency spectrum. Some producers, especially 

those who work on club, urban or EDM, may prefer their monitor 

system to have a hyped bass response and create a custom “house 

curve” to slightly exaggerate the bass in their flat room. The Bass 

Boost slider provides a smooth and gradual 6db boost or dip in the 

low end of the spectrum. The Bass Boost, (along with the Tilt 

function,) customize the flat target curve, while still preserving an 

even overall frequency response spectrum. In other words, you can 

maintain the benefits of the frequency calibration, while fine-tuning 

the warmth or brightness of your monitors.


Bass Boost and Tilt

Chapter 1 Listening
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The Tilt curve simultaneously boosts and cuts highs and lows up to 

6dB above and below a 1kHz fulcrum point. Dialing up the tilt boosts 

above the 1kHz point and attenuates below. Negative tilt settings 

achieve the opposite effect, boosting everything below 1kHz, and 

attenuating above. The Tilt curve, like the Bass Boost, preserves the 

flat Reference correction while superimposing another type of warm 

vs. bright balance.

Chapter 1 Listening
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Bass Boost lets you custom-tailor the warmth vs brightness of your 

calibrated monitors.
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The Tilt slider, like the Bass Boost, provides a way to customize your 

preferred house curve.

Reference 4

So, what’s the point of altering the Studio Reference curve, if it has 

been precisely calculated to be as accurate as possible? The answer 

is simple. 


If you prefer listening with slightly hyped bass, dial up the bass 

boost, and adjust the bass to sound right for you. If you like a lot of 

highs, dial up the Tilt. Remember, The Tilt or Bass Boost will 

(correctly) be bypassed when you turn off the  plugin 

and print your final mix.

https://sonarworks.com/reference
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The Dry/Wet knob allows you to dial in as much of the corrected 

calibration curve as you like. In effect, this is a strength control that 

provides between 0% and 100% correction. As you dial the knob 

down from 100%, the calibration curve will visibly morph from the 

Simulated After curve towards the Before curve. Normally, this 

should be at 100% wet, but if you are not used to flat sound from 

your monitors, you may feel comfortable setting the strength slightly 

lower. Try starting around 75% wet and after you get used to this 

sound, try raising the percent a bit more. 

The main goal of Reference’s profile curve is to optimize the 

frequency response of your mixing environment. Sometimes, 

however, it can be useful to A/B this flat response with other curves 

for comparison and analysis. Two predefined target curves are 

available in the Target Curve section. These curves modify the 

output of your monitors or headphones to mimic the sound of some 

popular speaker systems.

Predefined Target Curve
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The B&K 1974 target option is a slightly more rounded version of the 

negative Tilt EQ curve, emulating the traditional high-frequency 

roll-off and bass boost found in many home stereo speakers. The 

X-Curve setting is for mixes targeted for large movie theatre 

systems, featuring a subtle low-end dip, and a relatively pronounced 

and steep high-end roll-off starting at about 2 kHz.

These Predefined Target Curves and Bass Boost/ Tilt options are 

mutually exclusive. That is, only one can be active at a time. The 

Predefined Target Curve and Bass Boost/Tilt sections each have 

their own power button to activate or deactivate them.

The image above shows the B&K 1974 curve and below shows the 

X-Curve target

Chapter 1 Listening
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Reference 4The large display graph in the center of the  interface, is 

meant to display various frequency response curves. The left and 

right channels are always shown independently.  You can choose 

which frequency response curve(s) to display from the dropdown 

menu.

When the Studio Reference curve is bypassed, we are only shown 

the “Before” curve in the graph. The Before curve is the 

measurement of your speakers or headphones before any correction 

is applied. The fact that it calibrates frequency, volume and timing 

separately for left and right is fantastic. The volume and timing 

settings are located under the Listening Spot section, and we will get 

section in a bit.

Frequency Response Curves

https://sonarworks.com/reference
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With the plugin active, the “Simulated After” display shows us the 

predicted result of correction after Sonarworks has processed the 

signal. Toggling between the Before and After curves is quite striking 

visually. We get to visualize the discrepancy between the corrected 

response and the “before” reality of our listening environment.

The Target curve is an orange line that is, by default, flat. This curve 

is the idealized elusive Holy Grail – a completely flat line. The Target 

curve does not necessarily always need to remain flat, however. 

When we apply a Bass Boost or Tilt or use one of the alternate 

Predefined target Curves, the Target curve display will reflect the 

resultant curve.

Before curve transitions Simulated After curve
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Before curve paired Inverse Correction curve

Reference 4

Choosing the green “Correction” curve display shows us the exact 

frequency adjustments  will apply to our monitors or 

headphones. The correction curve is usually a series of boosts and 

cuts more or less inverse to the Before curve. When superimposed 

with the Before curve, the result should produce the Simulated After 

curve.

Reference 4

The Filter Phase frequency display reflects the Filter Type chosen 

from the menu at the bottom of the plug-in window. When set to Zero 

Latency mode, plugin latency is minimized at the expense of the 

phase distortion, which can slightly blur the low-end clarity. During 

tracking or beat-making, a bit of phase distortion generally isn’t as 

much of a  problem as latency. Zero Latency mode is the best option 

if you are tracking with the  plug-in in place.

Phase and Latency

https://sonarworks.com/reference
https://sonarworks.com/reference
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The Mixed Phase setting generates minimal latency and minimal 

phase distortion. Linear Phase is the best choice for the final mixing 

or mastering stages, providing a flat frequency response with no 

phase distortion. The latency in Linear Phase mode may be 

noticeable, but this shouldn’t be an issue when mixing or mastering. 

The amount of latency associated with each mode is displayed in the 

latency readout at the bottom left of the plug-in interface.

Notice how changing the Filter 

Type affects both the phase 

response graph and the amount of 

latency.
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The Limit Controls at the bottom of the window are used to control 

the amount of boost Reference software will apply when correcting 

your speakers. The Limit settings may be adjusted in the Limit 

Controls menu at the bottom of the window. The Correction field lets 

you set a ceiling for the maximum amount of boost, in DBs, that the 

calibration will apply.


The Max Low Frequencies and Max High Frequencies fields are 

used to set the frequency ranges beyond which calibration will not 

take place. Think of them as kind of like hi pass and low pass filters, 

but instead of affecting the whole mix, they set the range within 

which correction will take place.

Limit Controls

The Limit Controls allow you to set 

the maximum EQ  boost available 

and also the frequency range  

that may be corrected.
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The Safe Headroom slider sets the output level from the plug-in and 

works in conjunction with the Limit Controls. If, for example, you set 

the Correction field for up to 12db of boost and Safe Headroom is 

enabled, the output gain fader will max out at -12db to avoid 

overloading the plugin’s output.


Many people like to check their mix and master for mono 

compatibility and the Mono switch can be used for just this purpose. 

When enabled, your mix will play in mono and you can check for any 

phase problems.

Reference 4

The Listening Spot parameter is a simple on/off switch that enables 

or disables correction for any inter-channel volume and/or timing 

differences between your speakers. This correction displays the 

volume and time differences between the speakers and appears only 

if you have used Sonarworks Measurement software to generate 

your own speaker correction profile.


Now you can set up Sonarworks  with your desired 

profile and custom tweaks and enjoy worry-free mixing. Get your 

mixes sounding great in your room, and they will sound great 

everywhere.

Other Parameters

https://sonarworks.com/reference
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Prince

“When I started 
playing music, people 
weren't selling 5 
million records. That 
was not the standard; 
that was not the 
focus.”

18
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How To Hear 
Compression
by Tiki Horea

We all know that compression is one of the most important skills you 

need as an engineer. Without having a good grasp on compression, 

you’ll be flying blind when tracking, mixing, and mastering. Don’t feel 

bad if you’re not comfortable with it yet; it’s the most difficult and 

usually last skill audio people master. It doesn’t help that compression 

is also the most abstract process.


In this article, you’ll learn how to hear compression, with a focus on 

compression artifacts.

Engineer/producer Rafa Sardina shows off one of his dozens of 

outboard compressors
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Once you know what improper compression sounds like, you’ll know 

how to tastefully set it and get the most out of it without ruining your 

sounds. 


We all know that compression is one of the most important skills you 

need as an engineer. Without having a good grasp on compression, 

you’ll be flying blind when tracking, mixing, and mastering. Don’t feel 

bad if you’re not comfortable with it yet; it’s the most difficult and 

usually last skill audio people master. It doesn’t help that compression 

is also the most abstract process.


In this article, you’ll learn how to hear compression, with a focus on 

compression artifacts.


Once you know what improper compression sounds like, you’ll know 

how to tastefully set it and get the most out of it without ruining your 

sounds.

When first starting out, it’s easy to recognize when to use an EQ or a 

noise gate, but compression is different. The seemingly obvious use 

for compression is for controlling dynamics, but that is a great 

oversimplification. For simply leveling the inconsistent volume of an 

audio track, fader automation and clip gain should be your first set of 

tools. While it’s true that compressors control dynamics, many other 

characteristics of the sound can be manipulated with the creative 

application of compressors. To the seasoned engineer, compression 

serves three creative purposes.

Characteristics of 
Compression

20
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Compression controls dynamics. We can either knock down the loud 

moments of a performance or put slight downward pressure on the 

entire performance. The latter enhances musicality by adding density, 

loudness, and power and helps bring up the subtle details in a track. 

The former application simply keeps loud moments in check and 

should be used to control peak levels and avoid overloads.

Since compression affects the envelope (attack, decay, sustain and 

release) of a sound, we can adjust compression to add sustain, bring 

out room tone and natural reverb, slow down the attack or add energy 

to the attack of a sound. These envelope-shaping effects can affect 

the way a performance feels in time with the other instruments. For 

instance, taking away the quick attack of a snare drum can make the 

playing slightly more relaxed—almost behind the beat.

Compressors, via the nature of their electronic components, 

manipulate the tone, vibe or color of an instrument or voice. Some 

compressors, like the Manley Variable Mu®,️ provide subtle to rich 

low-midrange harmonics that enhance the sense of depth and musical 

complexity. Other compressors, like the Universal Audio 1176 can add 

some mid-range and high-frequency harmonic distortion that makes a 

track sizzle or jump forward in a mix. These tonal colors are the 

reason why top mixers, even those who mix on huge analog 

consoles, have dozens of channels of different outboard 

compressors, but only a few channels of outboard EQ. Tubes, 

transformers, and transistors impart character to compressors that go 

beyond simple dynamic control.

One

Three

Two
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Adding a snappy attack to a bass can seemingly pull the bass forward 

in time and make the performance more aggressive. Envelope 

shaping with compressors can create the pumping drum room sound 

of so many classic rock records. 


So, you see, compressors are much more than dynamic controllers 

and their transparency or their ability to change the tone and shape 

the envelope of a sound are what lead us to choose one compressor 

over another.

The Logic Pro X stock compressor offers several emulation modes 

and provides all the controls any compressor could ever need.

Chapter 1 Listening
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Let’s go over the main controls of a typical compressor.

Threshold sets the amplitude at which the compressor starts working. 

This is the critical setting that sets how often the compressor jumps 

into action. A compressor can react to peaks only (high threshold) or 

gently compress everything (low threshold).


Ratio indicates is how forcefully the compressor resists loud sounds. 

A ratio of 3:1 (three-to-one) means that once the threshold is reached, 

it takes an additional 3dB of input above the threshold to sound 1dB 

louder at the output. A high ratio compressor (at least 10:1) is usually 

called a limiter: nothing really gets louder than the threshold. A low 

ratio, say 2:1 allows the signal to get past the threshold but slightly 

dampens the dynamic range. 


Attack describes (in milliseconds) the time it takes for the compressor 

to go from no compression to approximately 67% (two-thirds) of the 

full amount of gain reduction. Put differently, the attack time is not a 

delay before the compressor starts working, but lets us know how 

quickly the compressor clamps down once it starts working.


Release describes the time it takes your signal to return to its 

non-compressed level once it falls below the threshold. Release times 

are measured in milliseconds or even seconds.


Knee relates to the threshold and can be thought of as a transition 

area between no compression and full compression. For a hard knee 

setting, when a signal crosses the threshold the compressor acts and 

the tone of the sound will noticeably change. A softer knee setting can 

smooth the transition from uncompressed to fully compressed, easing 

the sound in and out of compression and keeping the tone more 

consistent. Knee is typically described as hard or soft, while dBX 

refers to soft knee as “Overeasy®.”
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Optional controls found on many compressors:

Auto Attack/Release mode sets a factory preset attack and 

release time, which usually locks out the user controls for 

attack and release.


Makeup Gain (Auto Makeup Gain) provides a way to maintain a 

consistent volume when comparing processed to unprocessed 

signals.


Mix allows the uncompressed signal to be mixed in with the 

compressed signal to control dynamic range while retaining the 

transients and clarity of the original signal.


SideChain provides a way to control the behavior of a 

compressor based on an external signal or a filtered version of 

the original signal. For instance, a kick drum could be sent to 

the side-chain input of a bass compressor, so the bass gets 

reduced in volume (compressed) each time the kick plays.

Let’s look at how attack and release settings change the shape of the 

sound.


A slow attack (~50ms and above) allows for a lot of the initial attack, 

or transient, to pass through unaffected. This provides a natural, 

punchy, lively and in-your-face sound.


One disadvantage of using slow attack settings is when mixing a song 

that features live players who are inconsistent with how they attack 

the drums/guitars/keys. A slow attack may let through and emphasize 

loud attacks instead of smoothing them out. A faster attack time can 

make their playing seem less sloppy and inconsistent.

Shape your sound by tweaking the 
attack and release controls
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Fast release (~100ms and under) times give you a more aggressive, 

a grittier sound. The sustain or room tone can be brought up, 

increasing the perceived loudness of the track. If overdone, you can 

get pumping artifacts and with extremely short release times, you can 

actually create useful or ugly distortion. 


Slow release (~250ms and above) times make your sound smoother 

and more controlled. If the release settings are too slow, the 

compressor won’t be able to recover fully before the next big transient 

arrives. This means the transient will be quieter than it should, making 

your track sound less lively.

Keep in mind that the threshold setting interacts with the knee setting


A low threshold sets the compressor to react to quiet parts of a track. 

A low threshold combined with a low ratio (under 3:1), will 

continuously and consistently gently compress the signal. The result 

is that you can make your audio more even-sounding. This is thought 

of as RMS compression since we are compressing based on the 

average level of the audio. This type of compression adds density and 

reveals details in a track by reducing the dynamic range without 

imparting a noticeable tonal change.


With a high threshold setting, the compressor reacts to the peaks 

only. Combine a high threshold with a high ratio (6:1 or more) and 

you’ll start shaving off transients. As you may have already guessed, 

this is referred to as peak compression. This setting works well with 

percussive instruments but may be too intrusive for melodic 

instruments.

Threshold Settings
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“If you want a loud, exciting, bigger-than-life 
vocal/instrument track without killing its movement 
and punch, try this:  
duplicate your track compress the duplicate track 
with fast attack, fast release, low threshold, and a 
high ratio. Slowly bring up the volume of the 
duplicate track and balance it against the original 
track.


Congratulations, you’ve just applied 
parallel compression!”
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MeldaProductions MCompressor Izotope Ozone 9 Dynamics 

module

One of the best ways to learn to hear the difference between fast and 

slow attack/release times is to play with these parameters on your 

own.


For the following exercises, it’s important to use a compressor that 

has an automatic gain compensation feature, such as the free 

 or the 

. Auto gain spares you the hassle of matching the level of the 

compressed signal to the unprocessed track so you can focus on the 

sound- and tone-shaping that’s taking place when you’re tweaking the 

parameters. Otherwise, we can be fooled that the louder signal 

sounds better.

How to Hear Compression

https://www.meldaproduction.com/MCompressor
https://www.izotope.com/en/products/ozone/features/dynamics.html
https://www.izotope.com/en/products/ozone/features/dynamics.html
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Take a live recording of a snare drum track, preferably in the 

context of the whole drum kit playing.


Set the threshold low enough so you catch some of the transient 

and the ratio to 4:1. 


Go for the slowest attack setting with a medium release. 


Shorten the attack time and listen to how the punch of the snare 

changes. The effect becomes more obvious once you get below 

30ms or so. 


Once you got to the fastest attack time setting, slowly increase 

the attack time again.

Set the attack to 20-25ms (slow enough for the track to be made 

punchier) and start with a long release time (1s). 


Listen to the first transient being louder than each subsequent hit. 


Shorten the release time until you’ll start hearing distortion, 

pumping and tearing. 


Increase the release time until you hear the sustain of the snare 

drum sounding even with the volume of the attack

Exercise 1

Exercise 2

Once you feel comfortable hearing the effects of the attack and 

release settings, switch your focus to the threshold control. Lowering 

the threshold should reveal more and more of the bleed of other 

sounds into the microphone, such as the kick, hat, and room reverb. 


Now repeat the above exercise with a vocal track and bass track. It’s 

probably easiest to hear the effects of processing on a vocal since it’s 

the sound we’re most accustomed to hearing.
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Overcompressing a sound has negative effects on the timbre, size, 

and power of your track. 


The timbre changes because of the difference in tone between the 

hills and valleys of your audio. This is especially noticeable with hard 

knee settings, high thresholds, and high ratios. Percussive sounds 

are more forgiving of these problems, but full mixes and melodic 

tracks suffer greatly from this type of compression.


Loss of power happens because bass and subharmonic frequencies 

sustain and produce a large amount of energy. Overcompression can 

weaken the lowest octave of your bass tone, which may tighten the 

low end, but may also take away the power. Overcompression with a 

quick release time often creates noticeable distortion in the low end of 

your track.


Overcompression can make the track you’re affecting sound small. 

Size is not the same as density. The more compact and dense your 

sound becomes, the more aggressive it sounds, but this density 

comes at the expense of size. To get natural size and impact, allow 

the track to move when compressed. Try gentle ratios, moderate 

attack and release times and find an appropriate threshold that keeps 

an even tone while compressing a little bit, most of the time.

Overcompression:  
The Ugly Truth
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Threshold and knee interact to find the sweet spot for the right 

amount of compression.


Ratio affects how transparent or obvious the compression is. Some 

vocals need gentle compression (RMS) while rock vocals can often 

handle high ratio slamming (Peak).


Attack helps you tweak how punchy or processed your program 

material feels.


Release affects pumping, distortion and the natural envelope of a 

track.


Auto-attack and release is usually a good starting point. Read the 

manual to find out the actual settings and use those as starting points 

when not using auto mode.


Auto MakeUp Gain helps hear the artifacts and benefits of 

compression without being fooled by the change in volume level that 

a compressor may cause.

Things get a little complicated as each compressor uses different 

types of detector circuits, gain reduction elements and other 

electronic circuit elements that all combine to shape the compression 

effects and character of the compressor. An attack time that sounds 

like a fast attack on one brand or model compressor may not sound 

fast on another unit. The same goes for release times. 


Below is a table of attack and release times for some popular 

hardware compressors. Compressor plugins typically mimic these 

settings but may also include much more extreme settings.

Key Takeaways on Compression

All Compressors are Not Equal
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Universal Audio  
1176

Universal LA 3A

Universal LA2A

Tube Tech CL1B

dBX 160X

Manley Variable-Mu®

Avalon 737

.005ms to 0.8ms  
(extreme fast!)

1.5ms or less

~10ms

0.5ms to 300ms

15ms (for up to 10dB 
G.R)

25ms to 75ms

2ms to 200ms

50ms to 1.1 seconds

60ms (1st 50%) up to 
5sec for 100%

60ms (1st 50%) up to 
5sec for 100%

50ms to 10 seconds

8ms to 400ms depending 
on G.R. (higher G.R. = 
longer time)

0.2sec to 8 seconds

100ms to 5 seconds

Brand/model Attack Time Range Release Time Range



Bill Laswell

“In all the music that 
deals with experimental 
repetition, drum, and 
bass, dub, various 
kinds of house music, 
there's always been a 
quality of atmosphere 
and ambience.”

32



Polishing  
the Mix

Chapter 2
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Creating Ambience 
and Depth with 
Reverberation
by Barry Rudolph

Reverberation. Plates, rooms, spring reverbs, digital reverbs, and 

room mics are all ways to add ambience and three-dimensional depth 

to music mixes. Adding reverb using a digital reverb, be it hardware or 

software, is a striking way to enhance the overall sound of your music 

easily and with reliable results. Let’s take a look at using 

reverberation in your mixing work. At the end of this article is a 

glossary of some terms that you may not be familiar with.

Reverb is a time domain-based effect used to place musical sounds 

and/or dialog in an artificially created acoustic space. This “space” 

can be realistic like a large, open concert hall or any other 

space—closets, small rooms, car parking garages or small, closed-in 

spaces like an automobile interior. Even spaces that are physically 

impossible to construct or image can be synthesized. Reverbs may 

also be artificial effects, like the sizzly reverb tail added to the snare 

in a trap record or the gated ambience of a dance snare drum.

The Domain of Reverb
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A sampling reverb, sometimes called an IR (impulse response) reverb 

or convolution reverb, samples the sound of a real space and 

convolves it into a reverb system useful for music mixing. IR reverbs 

let you apply the sound of a real space to sounds in your mix. 

Algorithmic reverbs, as opposed to IR ‘verbs, generate ambience by 

using DSP to synthesize the effect. Algorithmic reverbs can produce 

natural ambiences or otherworldly and creative textures.


In music mixing, reverb is sometimes thought of as a kind of “glue”—a 

diffuse sound that fills in around vocals and instruments to make them 

sound like a cohesive whole. The instruments and vocals sound as if 

they were all playing together in the same space at the same 

time—even though they were not.


Sounds recorded without reverb or ambience present a flat 

soundstage with very little depth or sense of space, whereas properly 

applied reverbs increase the three-dimensional quality and apparent 

size of the source audio. A dry unprocessed mono point source such 

as a lead vocal is heard from a very specific and precise pan 

(panoramic) location within a stereo, surround or immersive field. This 

is analogous to a single point of daylight seen poking through a small 

crack in a wall or ceiling in a dark room.


A single dry lead vocal track has only its volume level, pan position, 

and tonal personality to distinguish it from the rest of the elements in 

a song. Changing just the mono vocal track’s pan position, EQ, 

dynamic range (compressor) and level are amplitude modifications 

that do not transcend the overall mix stage imaging—these changes 

don’t produce a sense of depth or space around a sound in the mix.


Reverberation, as opposed to the above processes, develops a space 

around the vocal that separates it from the rest of the mix without 

simply over-powering the rest of the instruments and vocals.

Generating Reverb
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The art and craft of the producer and engineer include the choice of 

reverberation type and color, its amount and tasteful application to 

add stereo width, depth and a realistic feeling of enhanced size. 

Reverb can make a sound feel special, making it a focal point of the 

mix, or it can feel far away and distant, undefined or blurry depending 

on the exact reverberation type used and its wet/dry balance.


Not enough added reverb might be too subtle—maybe not heard at all 

at times, which is probably not as bad as excessive reverb that will 

“wash out” a vocal making it sound indistinct, distant and lost.


An interesting way to make the vocal sound unique relative to the 

music track is by panning the reverb returns midway left and right for 

minimal width increase. The reverb returns can focus the effect on 

just the vocal by NOT being placed hard left and right. Returning the 

reverb effect “on top” of the center-panned mono vocal builds 

front-to-back depth but not stereo width. This is the mixer’s choice!


When reverb is properly set up and deployed, our ears perceive the 

lead vocal track as bigger and more important-sounding. It is as 

though it is louder in volume but not electrically louder as measured 

on a VU meter. (See Apparent Loudness) We pay more attention to 

the artist’s performance with this “spotlight” on it and we are attracted 

to the way it mixes and complements the music track.

Art and Craft
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Music mixers use a variety of different software-based reverb 

plug-ins, hardware digital reverbs or even real plates, springs and 

chambers as they see fit for a particular piece of music or genre. 

Mixers have favorite reverbs for rock drum kits and completely 

different reverbs for guitars and others for vocals. Each reverb type 

adds a different ambient ‘color’ and quality not obtainable in any other 

way. There is also an opportunity to NOT use typical reverbs but to 

stretch and go for something unexpected—to create a special effect.

There are no rules here; sometimes you might want the entire band or 

orchestra to sound as if they all performed at the same time in the 

same room even though each musician was recorded separately. 

Share a single reverb that emulates a large room or auditorium for all 

the instruments to accomplish that.

Altiverb, by AudioEase, provides Impulse Response based reverbs 

from actual concert halls and other spaces to add realistic ambience 

to your productions.

Kinds of Reverbs

Rooms
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Treating the vocal(s) with a different reverb than the instruments can 

place the singer on a different virtual ambient layer above but 

supported by the band. Vocals become brighter without EQ by using a 

very short plate reverb so the added ambience is a metallic-sounding 

“halo” encircling the vocal.

Vintage 1961 EMT 140 plate reverb brochure.

Plates
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Gated reverb is an effect born in the 1980s and is still used but much 

in more subtle ways than the “Big Hair 80s” gated reverb effect used 

on drums. Digital reverbs have presets already set up to do this, while 

for the traditional method, the reverb returns are sent through a gate 

that is triggered open by a side-chain input.

The Orban 111B rackmount studio spring reverb contains actual 

springs inside.

Special Effects
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Another effect is to use early reflections ‘gained up’ louder than they 

naturally occur acoustically. Early reflections are the extremely short 

reverberations (like echoes) that occur off nearby stage floors, 

sidewalls, ceilings, and the wall behind the backline on a stage. This 

builds loudness and tonality although does not add much ambient 

depth or cloudiness.

The Sonnox Oxford Reverb provides separate controls for Early 

Reflections and Reverb Tail.

Early Reflection Usage
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Reverb provides a great tool for creating a sense of space and depth 

as well as giving character to otherwise bland sounds. Creating 

reverb requires complex mathematical functions and to save CPU 

power, many plugin reverbs “dumb down” the math needed to create 

complex reverbs. Try layering a few different types of reverbs to 

create sophisticated and interesting sounds that can be subtle or 

extreme.

Time domain-based effects use the cumulative effect of multiple 

echoes—reverb can have thousands of echoes. Whereas delay 

effects usually have one to ten echoes. 

Time domain-based effects use the cumulative effect of multiple 

echoes—reverb can have thousands of echoes. Whereas delay 

effects usually have one to ten echoes. 

There are two electronic methods for generating reverberation. The 

most common reverberators are reverb synthesizers; the other is a 

convolution reverb. A convolution reverb uses carefully recorded, 

short impulses to build a simulated space in a mathematical function. 

Convolution reverbs are used when the exact acoustic character of 

certain space is desired such as famous churches, a well-loved 

concert hall or a particular room to place music within—virtually.

Fitting ‘Verbs in the Mix

Time Domain-Based

Space

Convolve

Definitions of Terms Used In This 
Article As They Appear
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A diffused sound is spread out in the sound field and has no distinct 

directionality or locational cues because the echoes can number in 

the thousands. Reverberation in a space is, by nature and its 

definition, a diffuse sound.

A distinct, panned point of sound is usually a single track without any 

auditory spatial cues apart from its singular panned position in the 

stereo or surround field. 

Implies that the stereo, surround or immersive field is often thought as 

an actual physical theatrical stage with the musicians and singers 

arranged panoramically from left to right and also as depth positioned 

from the front to the back of the stage using reverberation and delay 

effects.

A mixer is usually incorporated into an effect processor that allows a 

certain ratio or mix of the original Dry audio signal with the output of a 

reverb effect called Wet. It is similar to parallel processing in that both 

the effect and dry signal are available for blending together in any 

way.

Audio signals are “sent” from music or voice tracks using an auxiliary 

send fader with its own adjustable volume level to a reverb plug-in or 

hardware unit. The reverb signal (only) coming from that reverb unit is 

“returned” back to the mix using other auxiliary fader(s). These are 

called returns. Stereo returns (two aux faders) and are panned fully 

left and right.

Diffuse (as I use it in this piece)

Mono Point Source

Mix Stage

Wet/Dry Balance

Returns
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Apparent loudness refers to the technique(s) of making an audio track 

(vocal or instrument or entire mix) sound louder than another even 

though the two audio sources measure electrically about the same. 

This is one of many other underlying reasons for loudness 

standardization in broadcast and streaming services.

Apparent Loudness

Iris Murdoch

“We live in a fantasy world, a world of 
illusion. The great task in life is to find 

reality.”
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Delay Magic: All You 
Have to Know About 
Depth and Ambience
by Barry Rudolph

Precise control over sound is a priority for music producers and 

engineers when crafting a finished music mix. Time delay effects have 

always been a favorite and distinctive sound treatment for all genres 

of music. Your mixing style and the music itself dictates whether effect 

treatments (both delays and reverbs) are more felt as an overall 

euphonic enhancement (sense of space or depth) or heard as a 

stylistic element of a genre such as slapback echo on vocals in old 

’50’s Rock n’ Roll music.


When conceptualizing a time-delay effect for vocal, guitar or any 

source in a mix, it could be helpful to think about how sound actually 

behaves in a real room. The natural world is always a good starting 

point and you may elect to have delays sound natural, otherworldly, or 

somewhere in between if you like.


Sometimes, you’ll see recording engineers clap their hands or just 

sing out loud when they first walk into an unfamiliar control room or 

tracking room. By energizing the inherent acoustics of a room with 

percussive handclap attacks, a seasoned ear will immediately 

appraise how sound works in that room when tracking musicians 

and/or mixing music.
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The different materials used for constructing the walls, ceiling, and 

floor change the overall amount of reflectivity. Sound’s timbre is 

governed by which frequency bands are absorbed more or less. A 

room that absorbs high frequencies will have a darker sound as 

compared to a room that absorbs more bass, which will have a 

thinner sound and may also emphasize middle frequencies.

Analog tape recorders are one of the oldest technologies used to 

delay audio signals for effect. The physical distance between the 

record head and playback head and the speed of the moving tape 

determine the delay time in milliseconds. To get a specific delay time 

is easy with today’s software delay plugins but with a tape recorder, 

you are limited by the speed of tape moving and changing that speed 

was the only way change the delay time—slower tape speeds 

produce longer delay times and vice-versa. If you can physically 

move the head-to-head distance, then you have another way to 

change the delay time.

Time Delay Devices— 
Brief History
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Tape-based delay machines like an Echoplex™ have movable 

playback head(s) so you could change the delay time easily and 

match the song’s tempo if you desire. The tape loop used ran at a 

constant speed.

Pictured: Analog Tape Heads As the tape moves from left to right, a 

signal recorded by the record head gets played back a few ms later in 

time by the play head. The tape speed can be varied and faster tape 

speeds create short delay times while slower tape speeds increase 

the delay time. Feedback is created by sending the playback signal 

back to the record head.
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Effects units with analog delay lines using solid-state charge-coupled 

devices (CCD) or spinning discs of magnetic oil that held the sound 

for a short period of time and then played it back off the same disc. 

The diameter of the discs limited this type of delay to short delays 

only and the audio fidelity was poor.


There are acoustic delay lines such as the Cooper Time Cube that 

used two separate lengths of garden hose coiled up in a box with a 

microphone and speaker at each end. By virtue of the specific lengths 

of garden hoses inside the Cooper Time Cube, it had two fixed delay 

lines of 14 and 16-ms each.


Effects units with digital delay lines (DDLs) produce much better 

audio quality—even the early 10 and 12-bit units. One of the earliest 

professional digital delay units was the AMS DMX 15-80, which 

debuted in 1978.

Pictured: Vintage Delay Units Left: Echoplex tape-based delay. Top 

right: Cooper Time Cube acoustic delay. Bottom right: AMS DMX 

15080S digital delay.
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Of course, nowadays, software plug-ins will add space, depth, 

nuance, or stereo delay ambiences. Using delay affords a creative 

opportunity for the mixing engineer. You can add delay like a “spice” 

to emphasize or shine a spotlight on particular moments in a singer’s 

performance. Let’s take a look at using various delays in your mixing 

work.

We usually think of reverb as the main tool for creating ambiences in 

our mixes. Unlike adding reverberation, for a given amount, adding 

delay effects to your mix is much more noticeable, present and easier 

to hear. Unlike reverb, delay is not diffuse, or cloudy, and is more 

carefully “built” and used in music mixing. Delay ambiences such as a 

Haas delay are not usually mixed very loud compared to the original, 

dry signals because the excessive levels will result in a “hollowed out” 

or a comb filtered sound. Haas delays simulate flutter echoes or early 

reflections but without the feedback of the sound bouncing back and 

forth between parallel walls like real flutter echoes.


For percussive instruments, a Haas delay between a sound and its 

echo would be in the range of 1 to 40-ms. Because of the precedence 

effect, the human ear can be fooled to hear a sound and its echo as a 

single event. Usually, the goal with Haas and short delays is to spread 

a sound out of the center-panned position in a stereo mix—giving a 

sense of spaciousness to a simple monaural sound. Haas delays also 

impart a tonality change unlike using an equalizer.


A wide stereo sound field can be made from mono guitar tracks 

simply by duplicating the guitar track, panning the original right and 

then pan the duplicate track hard left and delaying it by 10 to 40-ms. 

It might be a good idea to take a moment to monitor this guitar and 

effect in mono to ensure it does not lose its character due to comb 

filtering.

Very Short  
Delay Ambience
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Listening in mono always reveals polarity and phase issues 

immediately without using any extra equipment—you can hear it! Bear 

in mind, also, that comb filtering issues may also affect certain 

elements of your mix when it is converted to an mp3 file, so it is also 

worth auditioning your mix as an mp3 before making your final mix 

decisions.


Placing a mono backing vocal on the left side of your stereo mix and 

putting a delayed copy (or a time-shifted copy in your DAW) of it on 

the right side will produce a “carved out” and clear hole in the center 

of the stereo field for the lead vocal to be positioned in the center.


To apply a stereo Haas delay on a lead vocal panned to the center, 

the left and right delays would each be very short in the range of 

15ms to 30ms and slightly offset from each other by perhaps 2 to 

5ms. The lead vocal track, which is a mono point source, would then 

appear to widen out and occupy a larger position and importance in 

the mix stage.


A good stereo imaging effect is to send an instrument or vocal to a 

stereo delay plug-in with its 100% wet returns panned left and right. 

For fast tempo rock songs, use 25ms on one side and 35ms on the 

other—but you might want to shorten these values later on in your 

mix workflow.


By sending using a stereo send, you can vary the amount of delay 

produced from either side using the send’s pan pot. You get the 

maximum effect if the track you are sending from is positioned center 

in the mix and use the pre-fader mode on the send fader. In this way, 

you change the presence of this center track either deeper into and 

farther back into the mix or all the way out front while keeping the left 

and right delay returns at the same level.

Quite a lot of mixing power  
with just one effect!
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An often-used technique in pop music is to double-track instruments 

and vocals. A singer or musician would try to sing or play along as 

close as possible in tuning and timing to the original track. Recording 

a real double-track is most desirable but not every artist or musician 

is a good “doubler.” Depending on how good your singer or musician 

is at doubling themselves determines how loud it can be played in the 

mix without clashing. Personally, I would never mix a double-tracked 

vocal as loud as the lead vocal or pan them hard left and right!


It is possible to simulate double-tracking using short delays. Many 

prefer the sound of Artificial/Automatic Double Tracking or ADT 

effects. Here, you would mix the delay almost as loud as the original 

to produce a very tight effect with delay times at or below 15ms.


Effective ADT effects modulate the delay time slowly so that it is both 

ahead and behind the original track in time. Modulating the pitch very 

slightly along with the short delay can mimic the imperfections of an 

actual human double-tracked vocal performance. Again, the natural 

world offers the best starting point.


One interesting side benefit of double-tracking is the increase of 

apparent loudness. This is because there are moments where the two 

sounds add perfectly together and other times where they do not 

match exactly and still other moments the two partially cancel each 

other at different frequencies or they flange against each other.

Double-Tracking  
Using Delay
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The first delay effects “back in the day” were accidents in the studio. 

Perhaps a tape recorder was playing back at the same time a singer 

was recording. The engineer turned up a fader accidentally and mixed 

the output of tape with the live vocal coming in from the microphone! 

Slapback echo was born!


The slapback echo heard on early Rockabilly records—Gene Vincent, 

Eddie Cochran, and Elvis Presley all used that distinctive effect. 

While recording, an additional tape recorder was used to create an 

echo that was mixed nearly as loud as the vocal track itself.


Thought of as special effects, musically timed delays (eighth, quarter, 

dotted quarter note, etc.) will ‘sink down’ into a track that is produced 

on a tempo grid. If you use a stereo delay with the outputs 

hard-panned and at exactly the same time value, the results will 

sound mono, or panned to the center. It is a good idea to offset those 

two delays by a few milliseconds—one slightly shorter and the other 

slightly longer.

The Happy Accident  
And Rockabilly
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Apparent loudness refers to the technique(s) of making an audio track 

(vocal or instrument or entire mix) sound louder than another track 

even though the two measure electrically the same. This is one of 

many other underlying reasons for loudness standardization in 

modern broadcast and streaming services.

“Automatic double-tracking or artificial double-tracking (ADT) is an 

analog recording technique designed to enhance the sound of voices 

or instruments during the mixing process. It uses tape delay to create 

a delayed copy of an audio signal which is then combined with the 

original.”

“In signal processing, a comb filter is a filter implemented by adding a 

delayed version of a signal to itself, causing constructive and 

destructive interference. (If displayed graphically) The frequency 

response of a comb filter consists of a series of regularly spaced 

notches, giving the appearance of a comb.”

A diffused sound is spread out in the sound field and has no distinct 

directionality or locational cues. Reverberation in a space is, by 

nature and its definition, a diffused sound.

Apparent Loudness

Artificial Double Tracking (ADT) (from Wiki)

Comb Filter (from Wiki)

Diffuse

Definitions of Terms Used 
In This Article
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When done properly, the slight human imperfections in timing and 

tuning produced by a singer or musician who sings or plays along 

with the original audio produces a thick and unique sound.


It’s the imperfections in a recording that make it special; sometimes 

the double track is behind and other times it is ahead of the original 

track. Other times the intonation varies as well. The constant and 

instantaneous changes made by the singer to adapt his/her voice, mic 

positioning and loudness to fit the original lead vocal cannot be 

emulated well because every singer does this process differently.

“Flanging is an audio effect produced by mixing two identical signals 

together, one signal delayed by a small and gradually changing 

period, usually smaller than 20 milliseconds. Varying the time delay 

causes these to sweep up and down the frequency spectrum.”

Flutter echoes occur in a room when sound traveling between closely 

spaced and parallel walls, floors and ceilings and produces a rapid 

series of discrete echoes that our ears discern as separate sounds, 

not reverb. Flutter echo is a hollow, repetitive pitched sound in small 

confining spaces such as concrete stairwells or tiled bathrooms where 

attacks are repeated with a “rat-a-tat-tat” result.

The Haas Precedence effect, discovered by Dr. Helmut Haas in 1949, 

relies on the way our brain and ear determine the location and 

direction of a sound source. If two identical sounds occur within about 

40-ms of each other, spatial location in space is determined by the 

first sound heard. It does not have to be a lot louder than the later 

sound either.

Double-Track

Flange or Flanging (from Wiki)

Flutter Echo

Haas Effects
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40-ms of delay between two identical sounds is, for most people, the 

point where you would hear two distinct sounds and attacks. Some 

can hear two attacks of the two sounds down to about 10ms so you 

might try Haas delay settings at around 14 to 20-ms.


In large indoor spaces—auditoriums, concert halls, churches—the 

walls and ceilings are much farther away and, even though they can 

reflect just as easily, the reflections are lower in volume and take 

more time to arrive at your ear.


Flutter echoes occur within the Haas delay window—under 40-ms. 

Sound travels a little faster than 1 foot per millisecond (Sound travels 

at approximately 1,130-ft/sec or 344-meters/second) You would 

double the distance to the reflective wall since the sound travels a 

round trip from the source and then back to your ear.

A distinct and solid point of sound created using a single mono track 

without any auditory spatial cues apart from its panned position.

Implies that stereo, surround or immersive audio is thought of as a 

real theatrical stage with the musicians and singers arranged 

panoramically left to right and in depth, front to back on the stage.

The precedence effect says that the first wavefront to reach our ears 

will determine the direction of the source provided it is louder than the 

delayed sound. (See Haas Effects above)

Mono Point Source

Mix Stage

Precedence Effect
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On a mixing console, there are extra faders to send audio from any 

Main fader channel. For the most part, the default is to send “post” or 

after the main fader’s level setting. The main fader, when turned up, 

more level is sent from the send fader.

Pre-fader just routes the audio before the main fader so it is 

independent in level from the main fader’s setting. I.e. an independent 

headphone mix is usually done using pre-fader mode.

When the delay audio output is fed back into the input of the delay, it 

repeats. The number of repeats depends on the amount (or level) of 

this feedback signal.


Originally, all delay effects came from tape recorders. The tape speed 

and the physical distance between the record head and the playback 

head would determine the delay time. Certain tape decks were 

preferred because of the long physical distance between the record 

head and playback head. Sometimes, a certain model of tape 

recorder seemed to always produce just the right sounding delay 

timing from song to song.


On any tape recorder, using variable speed allows the time delay to 

be fine-tuned to a certain musical subdivision, i.e. 1/4-note, 1/8th 

note, or dotted or triplet timings. If the tempo changed during the song 

(sped up or slowed down) the speed of the tape deck could be 

changed during the mix to keep the slapback repeats more or less in 

time with the music.

Post Fader

Pre-Fader

Slapback

Pre-Delay is a time delay effect placed before another processor such 

as a reverb. Pre-Delay puts a gap in time before the second 

processor adds its effect.

Pre-Delay
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A mixer is usually incorporated into an effect processor that allows a 

certain ratio or mix of the original Dry audio signal with the output of a 

reverb effect called Wet. It is similar to parallel processing in that both 

the effect and dry signal are available for blending together in any 

way.

Wet/Dry Balance
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Five Ways to DeHarsh 
Your Mixes
by Tiki Horea

Ages ago, when digital audio starting gaining some steam, detractors 

complained that it sounded sterile and/or harsh. In many cases they 

were right. 


Analog equipment, like tube and transformer-based preamps and 

consoles, typically improve sound on its way to tape. Also, the tape 

itself helps tame transients and sibilance, smoothing harsh 

frequencies and softening transients. 


On the other hand, analog to digital converters and digital recorders 

faithfully record and reproduce whatever you put a mic in front of, with 

very little change in sonic color. So for engineers with an established 

analog signal chain, recording to digital formats meant that if your 

signals contain a lot of harsh frequencies the audio would be 

recorded and reproduced in its full splendor, including any and all 

harshness. Bright mics and gentle sibilance that sounded reasonable 

on tape didn’t sound so good on digital recordings.


Over the past two decades, digital converters have improved and we 

have re-thought our signal path choices to record audio that retains 

the warmth and naturalness of the original signal. Lately, though, 

there has been an explosion of inexpensive microphones and 

affordable recreations of vintage gear that allow us all to purchase a 

variety of recording tools. 


Unfortunately, sonic contributions of inexpensive gear often include 

harshness in the high frequencies due to cheap capacitors and poor 

headroom as well as a lack of the good kind of harmonic 

enhancement due to transformerless designs and, again, poor 

headroom.
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Simply compare almost any of the inexpensive modern U87 “clones” 

to a 1970s Neumann U87 and you will quickly understand that the 

10% advantage in audio quality of the real U87 is well worth the extra 

zero in the price tag. Like everything, the last 10% of audio quality is 

hard (and expensive)  to achieve.


Thankfully, plugins provide tools we can use to help tame any 

harshness: de-essers, dynamic EQs, automatic resonance removal 

software, and even some saturation plugins. The latter type of 

processor can be used to soften harsh transients and achieve that 

sought-after “analog sound.”

Before we move on, one word of advice. 


While mixing and mastering, avoid listening to boosted or soloed 

harsh frequencies for longer than a few seconds at a time, especially 

if you’re using headphones. These frequencies fatigue your ears 

unbelievably quickly, making it much harder to trust what you hear 

without frequent breaks to reset your hearing.
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I. EQ

Fabilter Pro-Q3

It’s a known fact that there is a reciprocal relationship between the 

perception of low and high frequencies. While it may seem obvious at 

first to simply raise frequencies that seem shy or lower frequencies 

that seem to loud, performing the reciprocal movement will sometimes 

create a more pleasant and natural tilt. For instance, dip the lows and 

the whole song will sound brighter. The opposite stands true as well: 

if the song sounds harsh you may lower the highs, but also try 

boosting the low mids a bit.


Use a medium-to-wide Q and take care so sure you don’t introduce 

any boxiness. This technique works best on acoustic genres such as 

jazz, folk or classical.
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II. Dynamic EQs

MeldaProductions Dynamic EQ

Dynamic EQs works only when the level of a chosen frequency 

crosses above or below a user-defined threshold. Let’s say a singer 

sounds great across a whole song, but whenever she belts, her voice 

becomes a bit harsh. We could apply a normal EQ to dip the harsh 

frequencies, but that would result in the voice sounding a bit dull 

when she’s not belting. Alternatively, we could manually automate the 

EQ as needed, but that’d be a waste of time. The dynamic equalizer 

automatically boosts or cuts a specific frequency band to maintain a 

consistent frequency balance.

Dynamic EQs behave somewhere in-between an EQ and a 

compressor.
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Instead, we can:

TDR NovaOne of my favorite dynamics EQs is the —and it’s free! 

They do have a more advanced version that you have to pay for, but 

it’s totally worth it. I suggest you try the mid-side mode by selecting 

“sum or diff” instead of “stereo” at the top of the toolbar. Sum is mid, 

or mono information, diff is the side, or stereo, information.


The idea with mid-side is to process the offending sound (the vocal in 

the mid signal) without affecting the other sounds, like the keyboards 

and drum overheads in the side signal.

Open a dynamic EQ. 


Set a cut at the offending frequency (let’s say 6kHz), with a  

medium Q. 


Set the attack just slow enough to let the transients pass. Use 

a fast/medium-fast release so that the processor recovers 

quickly. 


Set the threshold so that the EQ only works when it’s supposed 

to.


Use a high enough ratio to fix the problem, but low enough for 

it to be as transparent as it can. This tip applies only if your 

plugin of choice has a ratio control.

https://www.tokyodawn.net/tdr-nova/
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III. De-Essers

Weiss DEESS

De-Essers are made to deal with harsh high frequencies. They 

perform a dynamic process, making them great for dealing with harsh 

cymbals, vocals or guitars in a mix without making the whole mix dull. 


First, try to use the de-esser in split-band mode. Listen to the 

sidechain monitor and adjust the frequency parameter to find the 

eyebrow-burning frequencies. Then, tweak the controls of the plugin 

until the harshness is gone. One of the most important features for a 

de-esser to have is the ‘delta’ or “audition” button. This lets you hear 

what part of the audio signal the plugin is removing,  so you don’t 

affect parts of the sound you don’t want to affect. 

Dynamic EQs behave somewhere in-between an EQ and a 

compressor.
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Deess DebessI heartily recommend Softube’s Weiss  and Airwindows’  

for use as mastering de-essers. Debess is free since Airwindows is an 

entirely Patreon-supported business. 


I use Airwindows plugins on almost every single mix and master. 

Softube’s Tape

Harmonic distortion is a term that’s interchangeably used with 

saturation. Applied in moderation, this pleasant effect can add depth, 

richness, and density to the sound. This saturation is what many 

people refer to as ‘analog sound’. Harmonic distortion rounds off 

overly strong transients, which contributes to de-harshing a mix.


You can either use a single-band processor or a multiband one to 

saturate the track you’re working on. Tape-emulation plugins to add 

this type of saturation and my all-time favorite tape emulation plugin 

is .

Kazrog True Iron

IV. Harmonic distortion

Dynamic EQs behave somewhere in-between an EQ and a 

compressor.

https://www.pluginboutique.com/products/4392
http://www.airwindows.com/debess/
https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/2-Effects/44-Saturation/3416-Softube-Tape-Tape-Machine-Emulation
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To reduce harshness using a tape emulator, turn the “amount” knob 

high enough until you hear the high frequencies get smoother. Try 

different tape types, which change the frequency response of the 

plugin, as well as the characteristics of the harmonic distortion. One 

type might work better for your needs than another.

Fun tape tip:  
The “Crosstalk” effect, if used in moderation, can 
bring a lot of focus to your low end.

A surgical, much more precise way of using harmonic distortion 

involves a few steps:

Izotope’s Ozone 9 Exciter Spectre

The end result should be something that sounds just like the original 

signal but without the harshness. 


Some of my favorite multiband harmonic distortion plugins are 

 and Wavefactory’s .

Reduce the harsh frequencies with a transparent, surgical EQ. 

The result should be a boring, dull-sounding track. 


Use a harmonic distortion plugin on the low mids via a 

multiband exciter. 


Focus on the frequency range where 3rd-order harmonics will 

positively affect the area you reduced in the first step. 


After this, duplicate the EQ instance you used in the first step 

and invert the cut into a boost.

https://www.izotope.com/en/products/ozone.html
https://www.pluginboutique.com/products/4801
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V. Specialized plugins

Oeksound Soothe

Soothe

OD DeEdger

Ozone 

Advanced

Refinement

Specialized plugins are generally the way to go; they’re tailor-made to 

deal with harshness in sounds. Oeksound’s  is the best-known 

modern de-harshing tool.  The  is a solid offering from 

TokyoDawn, a company I’ve already mentioned. iZotope’s 

 contains the Spectral Shaper module. Brainworx’ 

 is the first plugin specifically designed to reduce 

harshness. 


Soothe is a deep plugin, offering a lot of customization, whereas 

DeEdger is similar in ease-of-use to Waves’ OneKnob series. Spectral 

Shaper and Refinement are somewhere in between.


Soothe is a unique dynamic EQ. It has intelligent self-adjusting 

frequency bands that analyze the audio in real-time, changing the 

frequency of the EQ according to the input signal. This saves you 

from having to manually cut problem frequencies, such as sibilance. 


The reduction is only active when and where it’s needed. Soothe uses 

very tight notches, so it doesn’t affect neighboring frequency areas. 

https://oeksound.com/plugins/soothe/
https://oeksound.com/plugins/soothe/
https://www.izotope.com/en/products/ozone.html
https://www.izotope.com/en/products/ozone.html
https://www.plugin-alliance.com/en/products/bx_refinement.html
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Say the cymbals are so bright you can light a match just by placing it 

in front of your speakers. Slap Soothe on the track, and you’re 

probably instantly good-to-go. If not, grab one of the nodes, move it 

around until you hear the cymbals become tamed. 


Soothe also has a delta button, allowing you to solo the processed 

signal and tweak the plugin so that it only affects the nasty 

frequencies.


DeEdger lets you choose the frequency you want to focus on, as well 

as the bandwidth and the ‘depth’ of the effect. The plugin also has a 

‘compensate’ button, which keeps the perceived loudness of the 

processed signal similar to the unprocessed one. ‘Focus listen’ has 

the same effect as the delta control mentioned earlier.


DeEdger seems to be the most gentle of the four processors I’ve 

mentioned when it comes to the intensity of the processing.


iZotope’s Spectral Shaper is a multiband compressor which has 72 

bands spaced in a way that approximates how we perceive frequency 

bands. This processor also has a Tone slider which lets you vary the 

noise profile from bright to dark. What you’re trying to do with this 

plugin is smooth the harsh frequencies when they poke through, by 

using appropriate attack and release settings and low ratios that keep 

the process as invisible as possible. 


Brainworx calls their Refinement plugin a “dynamic peak band EQ”. 

Its controls revolve around the big “Damping” knob. Turn the knob and 

decide whether you like the sound. The “soft” and “hard” options 

control the shape of the EQ filters. The plugin also features the 

all-important “solo filter” button. If sounds lack presence, turn the 

“Presence” knob to reintroduce some sparkle. If you want to add 

some saturation to make the sound warmer, use the like-named knob.
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EQ2

AirEq Kush Clariphonic Parallel 

Equalizer

Sometimes, you’ll need to use such aggressive settings with these 

de-harshing processors that they can make your song sound a bit 

dull. To fix this, use a plugin like the Maag Audio  to add some air 

really high up, at 20 or 40kHz. This will bring back some shine to the 

top end, between 8 and 12kHz. Alternative EQ choices are Eiosis’ 

, with the “Air” band engaged, and the 

. 


If you prefer standard EQ plugins, be sure to try using a dB or two of 

Baxandall-shape boost on the top end and push your frequency point 

up to 20kHz or higher. Often, you will find that cutting a harsh region, 

like 2.5kHz to 3.5kHz on a lead vocal and then slightly boosting just 

above that range, like 6kHz to 8kHz, will add back the shine so that 

the cut doesn’t result in a dull tone. Using these techniques, you’ll find 

satisfaction in creating bright, open but not harsh mixes!

Final Words

https://www.plugin-alliance.com/en/products/maag_eq2.html
https://www.eiosis.com/aireq
https://thehouseofkush.com/products/clariphonic-dsp-mkii
https://thehouseofkush.com/products/clariphonic-dsp-mkii
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Some of my favorite EQs have a feature that many engineers are 

unaware of or simply overlook. When looking for a specific tonal 

issue, like say a high-frequency ring in a vocal mic, you may reach for 

the gain knob, crank it up and sweep around to find the frequency that 

jumps out. That certainly works, but it also wreaks havoc on your 

hearing and sounds quite ugly. A more civil alternative is to solo the 

high-mid band, which only lets you hear the information in that 

frequency range and then sweep around to highlight the offending 

frequency. 


Not every EQ provides a solo function, but look for the ones that do 

and you’ll soon realize the importance of this feature. Here are some 

of my go-to EQs with solo functions:


Avid EQ3 7-band (stock) plugin. Press shift+ctl and sweep a frequency 

knob to solo that band. The band will solo with the Q that is currently 

set.


Izotope Ozone EQ. Hold the Option (alt) key and click the cursor in the 

spectrum display to solo the frequencies around the cursor. The Q of 

the solo band is set in the options.


Fabfilter Pro-Q3. When you mouse over an EQ point, the parameters 

for that band pop up and if you click on the headphone icon, that band 

will solo. You can then sweep the frequency and raise or lower the 

gain while soloed. Band-pass filters solo the frequencies that are cut 

by the filter, which makes more sense when setting the EQ.


Voxengo Span. While not an EQ, this free analyzer provides a solo 

function where you simply hold the command key while dragging in 

the spectrum display to solo frequency bands.

Frequency Detective:
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In the world of DAWs there are often 
many ways to perform a particular 
task. Printing a mix is one operation 
that often has several workflows. 
Online or offline bouncing, printing to 
a track, or exporting a mix may all 
sound the same but each workflow 
has potential benefits and risks. Here, 
Brad Pack walks us through some 
thoughts on the various ways to print 
your mix.
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Should You Bounce or 
Print Your Mixes
by Brad Pack

Before the advent of digital recording technology, engineers had to 

physically print their multi-track recordings from a mixing console to a 

two-track (stereo) tape machine in order to create a final mixdown. 

Later, there were high-resolution digital “master recorders” that 

recorded onto digital tape or disk. Since the dawn of the DAW, we 

have the ability to simply ‘bounce’ full sessions inside our computer to 

create a digital mixdown file of the final mix.


When working entirely in-the-box, there are three mixdown options: 

we can ‘bounce-to-disk’; we can print our mix onto a new track in our 

mix session; we can still print the mix to a stand-alone hardware 

digital recorder, like a second DAW, an Alesis Masterlink, or a 

high-resolution DSD recorder. There are benefits to all these 

approaches. But which is best?

Alesis Masterlink ML-9600

Tascam DA-3000 DSD Recorder
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The only time you would benefit from a dedicated master recorder is if 

you wish to run your mix through other hardware boxes (analog or 

digital) on the way to the master recorder and capture your mix at a 

different sample rate or bit depth than your mix DAW. In this blog, 

we’ll break down the pros and cons of printing vs bouncing mixes to 

help you determine the best approach for your workflow.


DAW Options  

DAWs provide an easy and efficient way to ‘bounce’ a session, either 

in realtime or offline. Bouncing creates a digital mix file that can be 

saved in any location for quick and easy reference. Realtime bounces 

take the full amount of time to create the mixdown file, while offline 

bounces happen faster than realtime. The speed of an offline bounce 

is variable, depending on the CPU and disk usage of the particular 

mix you are bouncing. Instead of bouncing, we can simply record our 

mix bus onto a new audio track and print our mix right into our 

session.


Printing Mixes  

Each DAW may have slightly different routing options, but printing a 

mix to a new track inside the mix session is easy. Simply route your 

mix bus (via sends or busses) to the input of a new stereo audio 

track. Then press record on the print track and record the new audio 

file of your mix—just make sure you’re not monitoring the output of 

the record track (simply mute it) to prevent double-monitoring or 

feedback issues. Obviously, this way of printing your final mix 

happens in realtime, which is usually fine for pop songs but may be 

frustrating for podcasts or movies that are dozens of minutes long. 


Despite the time it takes, there are several benefits to printing your 

final mix within a session. First and foremost, realtime printing allows 

you to intently listen to the track from start to finish. This is an 

excellent opportunity for quality control.


We all know how a mix can sound totally different the minute you play 

it for someone else. The same thing usually happens the first time 

you listen to a track while you are printing it.
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You start hearing things in a whole new light and will often notice 

issues in your mix that you overlooked during your hyper-focused 

mixing session. Take notes during this print pass and address those 

issues and then print again. Save your first pass, though—you may 

decide your first instincts were correct!


In addition to psychoacoustic benefits, printing your final mix to a new 

audio track enables you to use external inserts (analog or digital) on 

your mix bus or individual channels, which is not possible when 

bouncing offline. By choosing to print your mix, you can easily 

integrate outboard processing, run your mix through a summing 

mixer, or even route your mix to an analog tape machine and print the 

tape output back into your DAW.


Printing a mix in real-time certainly takes longer than bouncing offline, 

but with some clever routing you can simultaneously print your final 

mix and any stems you may need, which could save you many 

bounce operations. For instance, if you create submixes for each 

instrument group (drums, bass, guitars, keys, etc.), you can create 

print tracks for each subgroup and print all the subgroup stems in one 

pass.


Printing mixes, onto tracks, playlists, or track alternatives, keeps 

every mix neatly organized and perfectly in-sync. This makes it easy 

to quickly compare different mix versions, and when working on a grid 

you can easily comp multiple mixes together. For instance, maybe 

you prefer the verses from mix 1, the choruses from mix 2, and the 

bridge from mix 3. Printing an instrumental and a full mix perfectly in 

sync allows you to easily edit together a “clean mix” or a performance 

version. Additionally fixes to small sections of long projects, like 

movie mixes, can simply be punched in on the print track without 

having to print the whole session again.


Organization is a breeze when you print mixes into your mix session. 

Backing up your entire mix session will create one folder that includes 

all the mix data plus all the mixed versions, should you ever need to 

go back to find the original tracks and/or mixes.
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After your mixes have been printed to an audio track in your session, 

the mix files can easily and quickly be exported in any audio format 

for mastering or reference. Pro Tools, for instance, provides the 

“Export Clip as File” command, while Logic calls it “Export Track as 

Audio.”


Bouncing Mixes 

While we saw how printing final mixes into the mix session can 

provide several benefits, it’s not always the best solution. Using your 

DAW’s offline bounce feature can significantly reduce the amount of 

time it takes to bounce a track, which can save you a huge amount of 

time when bouncing multiple sessions, multiple versions of a track, or 

long projects like live recordings, film mixes, or podcasts.


While listening to a track from top to bottom is a great way to spot any 

issues you may not have noticed during the mix, there’s no need to 

critically monitor alternative mixes, such as the instrumental, 

acapella, performance tracks or alternate versions. Similarly, if you’re 

simply tweaking a mix for a client, there’s no need to re-assess the 

entire mix. Simply make your changes and bounce! 


Anyone who’s ever mixed a session on an underpowered machine 

understands the struggle of trying to mix on a system that can’t make 

it all the way through the song. If that sounds familiar, offline bounce 

may be your best bet. Because the system doesn’t have to actually 

play the audio, bouncing your session can sometimes save a 

significant amount of processing power and makes it possible to 

offline bounce even the most cumbersome sessions.


Bouncing can also speed up your workflow by allowing you to print 

multiple formats of a single mix. For instance, when bouncing a 

session, most DAWs offer you the option to simultaneously create 

WAV/AIFF, MP3, and even M4A files. 
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Many DAWs also allow you to automatically apply dithering when 

bouncing to a lower bit depth, saving you time from having to load 

and set a dedicated dithering plug-in. Some DAWs include 

workflow-enhancing features in the bounce window, such as 

normalization options, automatic fade-out options and even the option 

to instantly add the bounced files back into your project—just like you 

printed it!


Some DAWs, like Studio One, allow you to export (bounce) your mix 

and automatically publish it directly to streaming platforms, like 

Soundcloud or Nimbit. There may be specific extensions and settings 

to set up, but once these are enabled your mixes can be 

automatically uploaded during the bounce operation.
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Pro Tools bounce options include the ability to bounce your mix 

or up to 16 stems (busses) at the same time. 


Bounces can create multiple file types simultaneously, like WAV 

+ MP3 


Bounces can convert sample rate and bit depth, as well as 

create as mono or interleaved files.

Bounces can be sent to any directory and imported to the 

session after bouncing. 


Bounces may be sent to the iTunes library automatically


Files may be bounced Offline for faster processing

(Note: Pro Tools bounces do not apply dither. The Pro Tools “Export 

Clips as Files” command will apply dither if you are exporting to a 

lower bit depth.)
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Any current DAW should be trusted to maintain the same quality 

whether you print or bounce and I have done the tests to feel 

confident that Pro Tools, Cubase, Logic and Studio One can be relied 

on for both bouncing and realtime printing. Some functions, like the 

arpeggiator in Logic or using external inserts in any DAW, require 

realtime printing, so that may limit your options. I recommend you 

become familiar with your DAWs modes of operation and test which 

procedure fits into your workflow.

As you can see, there are pros and cons to printing and bouncing 

your mix. Typically, printing your mix affords better organization and 

more flexible future editing options, while bouncing your mix can 

significantly speed up your workflow. You may even find it best to vary 

between printing and bouncing as needed, depending on the session 

you’re working on. At the end of the day, there’s more than one right 

way to finalize your mix.

Do Bounces Sound  
Good?

Which is right for you?
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If you're looking to get the best out of 
your studio, then try this...

The same know-how we've used to make this e-book can be used to 

vastly improve your monitoring. Our Reference 4 calibration software 

makes your headphones and monitors coloration free, so you can 

hear what's really happing in your mix.


Sonarworks Reference 4 uses acoustic measurements and applies 

them to your headphones and monitors, so any tonal coloration is 

reversed. The result is a clear picture of your work, so you can focus 

on doing what you love!


Available in major DAW plug-in formats and as a standalone 

Systemwide app Reference 4 is already used in more than 45 000 

studios worldwide.

sonarworks.com/referenceor visit Click to Try Reference 4 for Free


